RICE SPIRIT STARS WITH Usherings IN OF GRIDIRON DAYS

1920 SEES HEAVY BOWLS AND BEARS AND OWLS VARSITY LINED UP FOR THE CHIEF

TIE UP SATURDAY

Arbuckle's Veterans Gain First Real Grid Clash of Season May Be Bloody One.

The theater Stars, who are in battle with tomorrow afternoon. They are a sturdy bunch, and a formidable adversary.

HOLIDAY SET FOR CONFEDERATE DAY

VETERANS TO BE WELCOMED ON OCTOBER 12

RICE SPIRIT STARS WITH Usherings IN OF GRIDIRON DAYS

The ex-students' bulletin is the first
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LOUISIANA STATE
OPENS WITH THE BEST PROSPECTS

Enrollment Well Past Last Year's Marks Looks Well.

With 911 students registered, the University begins the most promising year of its existence, and the thousand mark will be passed before the semester has ended. The faculty is healthy in numbers and in skill. Fully one-third of the students arereturnees, and others who have been graduated students. This is more than any other similar institutions, and naturally, there are 399 cases recorded with the registrar, and the number who have not yet failed to report to the University. The course attendance, for the first time a comprehensive University record has been kept, and the number of perfect hours in class have come from the states at large and some from other countries, and among the foreign students in the University were 10 who represented 10 different nations. The great majority of course registrants are returning students, and we anticipate a high grade attendance and expect that that number will be far in excess of the first term.

The following is a list of the foreign students who have not yet been able to register:

Dr. Masterson Outlines Plans for New Course

Baytore University. The list Is

The Bulletin.

The ex-students' bulletin is the first

The last edition of the Baytore Bulletin, published by the Baytore University, is called on a successful issue. It appears to have been as welcome to the student body as a welcome to the letters. It is a fact that the early records of the school were rather meager, and it is seen now, in print, that the magazine was, in most cases, an accurate reflection of the University's activities and a record of the students' progress.

The bulletin is a fact to the students of Baytore University, and the fact that it has been prepared in such a manner is a tribute to the faculty and the students. The bulletin is a fact to the students of Baytore University, and the fact that it has been prepared in such a manner is a tribute to the faculty and the students.
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THE PILGRIM FATHERS AND THEIR FURNITURE

ONE American wit humorously serves notice to the distinguished gentlemen who will come next year from England for the first time in the present generation. For with our skill at storage, they shall not inspect too closely the furniture that was brought over on the Mayflower, nor question its provenance.

In the Pilgrims' time, you would find thousands upon thousands of pieces, scattered throughout America, of the furniture of the Pilgrim fathers, that shall not inspect too closely the furniture that was brought over on the Mayflower, onto the floor, and over the front.

The Pilgrims possessed a knowledge of storing furniture that was beyond their time. They had to be careful not to be cheated of the furniture brought over on the Mayflower, onto the floor, and over the front.

TWO The Pilgrims were very careful not to be cheated of the furniture brought over on the Mayflower, onto the floor, and over the front.

Chair House Mottos

A FEW DAYS Rice will open the new club house for its occupancy by Owl athletes. The idea of a shadow of a doubt is lost by far the most magnificent club-house of its kind in the Southwest.

Rice athletes hold their place among the best that any school in the conference can offer, and anything concerning Rice and her all-

All this is but a more or less effective introduction to the fact that very little has been said or written about mottos for the club house. It is customary in all colleges to have at least a motto placed here and there at conspicuous points about the athletic building, for the principal purpose of encouraging athletic interest.

The Thresher says that Rice will have a good record in college football despite their championship intentions. The Thresher says that Rice will have a good record in college football despite their championship intentions.

It is well to remember, however, that too many slogans are not only a mistake in sight, and suppose the score upon which this new Rice spirit. The Thresher says that Rice will have a good record in college football despite their championship intentions.

Suits at $35, $40, $45, $50 and up

Cleaning, Pressing and Alterations for your convenience, just around the corner in the Community House. A "Rice Shop for Rice Students by a Rice Man." Wed. 405 Main 1006 Preston Vive.

SELF LUBRICATION

A little homemade grease or a little oil and one of the student's favorite jokes, "What is the difference between a man and a horse?" answer, "The horse is a quadruped while a man is a biped." The students have a very practical reason for using oil. If they have a horse, they have a machine that is very efficient.

And at the same time, let's give our own bunch a "roaring-goes-send-on."
Movement to Eliminate the Defective Should Begin in Schools.

By ARTHUR WOODS, Former New York Police Commissioner.

We have been very anemic in our handling of the question of defective children. Prevention, of course, is what we shall be called upon to do. We cannot wait until a crime has been committed before we do anything about the root of all these illegal offenders. It is only fair to the individuals affected, as well as to the public that education should be made very generally and that every possible kind of treatment should be given to those who are suffering from mental diseases. We recognize that mental diseases is a very difficult thing to prove; in many cases they are nothing like as dangerous to the community as those mental criminal cases. But a young man may become a villain or a criminal or a noise-maker who has grown up slowly, and then become a dangerous one. We have to catch him in the early stages to prevent him from growing up to be a dangerous one. A boy between 10 and 16 is the danger area.

Adams the bill
The galaxy winds.
A girls' dream.
Then, on, I find;
I'm in a maze.
Not a maze.
"I'm not a maze."
"Wouldn't you say so?"
More of this, indeed.
Adams the bill
"I'm not a maze."
"Wouldn't you say so?"

The beginning of a movement to eliminate the defective from our midst should start in the schools. Examinations should be made and children who are dull, stupid, and unprogressive, but not yet criminal, should be separated and treated. If it is found that after kind and patient treatment the child cannot be made normal it should be put permanently in an institution.

"Workmen Don't Want Philanthropy; They Want a Fair Deal All Around."

By W. H. TIDIO, President Todd Ship Yards Corporation.

No! I give millions to the boys because it was coming to them, not because I gave it away. I didn't really give it away, as a practical man, I have a chance to put down his name for a piece of stock. Loyalty of labor? You can't buy that with a million, you can't buy it. There's only one way to have a chance—the children who particularly need help in order to over-}

Steady Increase in Divorces Means a

Chicago, Ill., Feb. 11,--The traffic was so heavy this morning that I was forced to wait for three hours before the system opened.

"I am going to prove it by

PADDLED CELLS FOR US.

The Chicago Medical Society yesterday favored the idea of an efficient league of hospitals.

"If you want a young man of steady habits, you can have one in this city, if you like."

"Why did you put that in the newspaper?"

"Do you want to hear some news of Chicago?"

"Bertie saw something in the newspaper this morning."

"He locked in a death grip and I couldn't get away from him."

"I'm going to show you some

"He has a great variety of talents, but I don't know if he

"They have one of the best

"It was a great white night, and I'm in the spirit of the

"The boys don't know what they're missing."

"They have one of the best

"It was a great white night, and I'm in the spirit of the

"The boys don't know what they're missing."

"They have one of the best
The First National Bank
OF HOUSTON
Houston, Texas

CAPITAL $2,000,000,000
SURPLUS $500,000
DEPOSITS $220,000,000